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TODAY’S TOPIC: IMAGINATION

[1] Before We Start…
Imagine: What can be done to make this university an even more wonderful
place?
[2] Definitions:
cease
insight
awareness
limit yourself
realistic
reasonable
downplay
being down-to-earth
pragmatic
stale
injections
untamed
roam
ever so powerful
in your mind’s eye
manifestation
propelled
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[3] Watch the presentation

[4] Read the text
IMAGINATION
Think of imagination as something like the ocean waves because the waves
never cease. Imagination is free for you to use at any time, and the truth is, the
more you imagine, the more you’ll have.
With every experience that you have, every day and every moment, you add
more insight and awareness to your imagination. And whatever you imagine
brings you more possibilities for an even more beautiful life.
Now, don’t limit yourself to just imagining what is realistic and reasonable. I’m
not saying people should downplay being down-to-earth. No, there is a place
for that, too. But being pragmatic grows stale without fresh injections of free
and untamed imagination.
You have been given a precious gift, and that is that you can imagine anything!
Because our minds are free to roam anywhere, let’s make that imagination
meaningful and positive. Remember that your imagination is ever so powerful.
Go imagine your way to a life of joy, bliss and fulfillment.
Imagination is the beginning of most creations. Just look around us! So
imagine first, then let it take you places in your mind’s eye. To keep imagining
is one way to bring to life that dream, that manifestation.
Just let your imagination go wild. Imagine a world being so bright, loving and
beautiful that you cannot help but to be propelled to make it real. It all starts
with imagination.

Think about: Are you limiting yourself? If you can’t imagine it, it won’t happen.
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[5] Circle the mistaken word:
• Imagination is free for you to use at any time, and the truth is, the less you
imagine, the more you’ll have.
• And nothing you imagine brings you more possibilities for an even more
beautiful life.
• I’m not saying people shouldn’t downplay being down-to-earth.
• Because our minds are free to roam nowhere, let’s make that imagination
meaningful and positive.
• Imagine a world being so bright, loving and beautiful that you cannot propel
it to make it real.

[6] Finish the phrases:
waves never ________________
use at any ________________
whatever you ________________
there is a place for that ________________
Just look around ________________
let your imagination go ________________
It all starts with ________________
HINTS:

us

too

cease

imagine

imagination

wild

time

[7] Listen and fill in the blanks:
Imagination is the _________________________ of most _______________________.
Just look around ________! So imagine first, then let it ____________ ________
__________________ in your mind’s _______. To keep imagining is one way to
______________ ______ ________ that dream, that manifestation. Just let your
imagination go ___________.
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TODAY’S ASSIGNMENT
In pairs or in a small group, answer or do the following:
1. Explain the first sentence in today’s text about imagination being like the
ocean waves. What does this mean?

2. Why are some people very pragmatic and some people free-thinkers with
untamed imagination? (Think deeply from many angles and answer!)

3. Write a letter to your imagination. Yes, to your imagination! Start it with
“Dear My Imagination,” Write at least 15 sentences. You can write
ANYTHING--use your imagination!
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